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1. Introduction
Different approaches are considered to select optimum criteria for technical process
analysis. The maximization of the efficiency and the minimization of the total cost enclosing
capital and running costs are the main purposes e.g. Munoz and Von Spakovsky (2003).
Physical and thermodynamic criteria and technical and economic considerations have to be
joined while analyzing energetic conversion processes (Berlitz et al. 1999; Chen 1995). Thus,
deducing economic findings is the common objective of all intentions. Furthermore, the use
of the interdisciplinary modeling methods has recently constituted the most important
orientation of the technical system studies and process analyses. The simplification of both
mathematical description and hypothesis definition of the interaction effects due to internal
irreversibilities lead to the development of interesting simple but universal models. Internal
irreversibilities due to heat transfer, throttling, mixing and internal dissipation of the
working fluid, which are responsible for entropy generation are always present in a real
heat driven refrigerator (Chen et Schouten, 1998). However, many works do not satisfy all
the futures because the distribution of heat transfer properties between the components is
taken as inputs and no as a result to be deduced from the optimization procedure.
In the other hand, the interaction effects in the internal processes do not favor separated
studies. Therefore, it will be necessary to consider discreet parts of the whole system as they
were independent. Then, the characteristics will be treated according to mathematical and
physical couplings. To perform these approaches, the theory of finite time thermodynamic is
mainly used. Seeing that the heat transfer processes are defined according to temperature
finite difference method and the inner and outer reversibilities should be taken into
consideration (Fellah et al., 2010). According to the study’s finality, the decomposition of an
overall system into subsystems may constitute a helpful tool, for which the physical and
mathematical couplings would permit the efficient application of the investigation methods
than a whole problem with a unique task. This could reduce the size of the mathematical
problem. In fact, many attempts have been made to reduce the size of the problem, using the
decomposition method on stage or/and on block models (Berlitz et al. 1999; Feidt and Lang
2002; Chen 1995; Chen and Wu 1996; Fellah, 2008 and Fellah et al., 2010).
The results obtained for various thermodynamic cycle analyses using FTT are closer to real
device performance than those obtained using classical thermodynamics. During the last two
decades, many optimization studies for refrigerators based on endoreversible and irreversible
models have been performed by considering various objective functions. Wijeysundera, 1997;
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Sahin et Kodal, 2003; Fellah et al. 2010, analyzed the performance of the three heat reservoir
endoreversible cycle. Goktun, 1997 and Chen et Wu, 1996 analyzed the performance of three
heat reservoir irreversible cycle. In both analyses Newton’s heat transfer law is used.
From this context, Sokolov and Hersagal, (1993) optimized the system performance of a
solar driven year-round ejector refrigeration system. Vargas et al. 1996 investigated the
optimal condition for a refrigerator driven by a solar collector considering the three heat
transfer irreversibility. Wijeysundera, 1997 and Bejan, (1995) analyzed a solar powered
absorption cooling system using the three heat reservoir cycle including external heat
transfer irreversibility. Later, Chen and Schouten, (1998) discussed the optimum
performance of an irreversible absorption refrigeration cycle in which three external heat
transfer irreversibilities have been considered.
Nevertheless, all those studies focus on the systems steady-state behavior. Vargas et al.,
(1998) and (2000) studied a transient endoreversible model of a heat driven refrigeration
plant. The optimization is done from the point of view of the heat that drives the cycle. In
their analyses, they concluded that the optimal fuel flow rate and minimum time to reach a
prescribed cold space temperature are influenced by the thermal load in the refrigerated
space and the thermal conductance of the walls. Recently, Vargas et al., (2000) optimized a
solar collector driven water heating and absorption cooling plant using the three heat
reservoir cycle.
Usually, real difficulties solving the optimization problem may appear owing to the
significant number of unknowns. As a resolution to the above queries, an optimization of a
thermodynamic cycle is carried out in the purpose to define the process optimal design
parameters. As a case in point, the energetic process considered is a solar absorption
refrigeration cycle. Two facets are considered for the investigation. Firstly, the methodology
is based on the hierarchical decomposition, the endoreversibility principles and the
Lagrange multipliers optimization method in a permanent regime. Secondly, the transient
regime is considered.

2. Hypothesis
The analysis method, based on the endoreversible model, could be performed according to
the following hypotheses which correspond to the nominal working conditions considered
in the most process conceptual studies:
The heat source temperatures are constant,
The heat sources are reservoirs with fixed heat capacities,
The overall heat transfer coefficients Ui of the heat exchangers and between the cycle
and the surrounding reservoirs are constant,
The system operates in a steady state,
The heat transfer process between the work fluid and the source depends only on their
temperatures.
The heat transfers with the sources and the barriers are permanent and linear,
The heat transfers between the subsystems and through the boundaries are the only
sources of irreversibilities,
All quantity entering in the system is considered as positive and all quantity coming out
as negative,
The heat exchangers operate in counter flow.
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3. Hierarchical decomposition
There are three technical system decomposition types. The first is a physical decomposition
(in equipment) used for macroscopic conceptual investigations. The second method is a
disciplinary decomposition, in tasks and subtasks, used for microscopic analysis of mass
and heat transfer processes occurring in different components. The third method is a
mathematical decomposition associated to the resolution procedure of the mathematical
model governing the system operating mode (Aoltola, 2003).
The solar absorption refrigeration cycle, presented on Fig. 1 (Fellah et al., 2010), is one of
many interesting cycles for which great efforts have been consecrated. The cycle is
composed by a solar concentrator, a thermal solar converter, an intermediate source, a cold
source and four main elements: a generator, an absorber, a condenser and an evaporator.
The thermal solar converter constitutes a first thermal motor TM1 while the generator and
the absorber constitute a second thermal motor TM2 and the condenser and the evaporator
form a thermal receptor TR. The exchanged fluxes and powers that reign in the different
compartments of the machine are also mentioned. The parameterization of the cycle
comprises fluxes and powers as well as temperatures reigning in the different compartments
of the machine.
The refrigerant vapor, stemmed from the generator, is condensed and then expanded. The
cooling load is extracted from the evaporator. The refrigerant vapor, stemmed from the
evaporator, is absorbed by the week solution in the absorber. The rich solution is then
decanted from the absorber into the generator through a pump.
The number of the decomposition levels must be in conformity with the physical bases of
the installation operating mode. The mathematical identification of the subsystem depends
on the establishment of a mathematical system with nil degree of freedom (DoF). Here, the
decomposition consists in a four levels subdivision. The first level presents the compact
global system which is a combination of the thermal motors TM1 and TM2 with the thermal
receptor TR. After that, this level is decomposed in two sublevels the thermal converter TM1
and the command and refrigeration system TM2+TR. This last is subdivided itself to give the
two sublevels composed by the thermal engine TM2 and the thermal receptor TR. The fourth
level is composed essentially by the separated four elements the generator, the absorber, the
condenser and the evaporator. For more details see Fellah et al., 2010.

4. Optimization problem formulation
For heat engines, power-based analysis is usually used at maximum efficiency and working
power, whereas the analysis of refrigerators is rather carried out for maximal cooling load.
Therefore, there is no correspondence with the maximal value of the coefficient of
performance COP. According to the objectives of the study, various concepts defined
throughout the paper of Fellah et al. 2006 could be derived from the cooling load parameter
e.g. the net Qe, the inverse 1/Qe, the inverse specific A/Qe cooling load.
For an endoreversible heat transformer (Tsirlin et Kasakov 2006), the optimization
procedure under constraints can be expressed by:
n


max  P   Qi (Ti , ui )
ui  0
i 1
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Fig. 1. Working principle and decomposition of a solar absorption refrigerator cycle
Under the constraints:
n

Qi (Ti , ui )
0
ui
i 1



(2)

And
n

 Qij (Tj ,Ti )  Qi (Ti , ui )

i = 1,…,m

(3)

j 1

where

Ti : temperature of the ith subsystem
Qij : the heat flux between the ith and the jth subsystem
Q(Ti, ui): the heat flux between the ith subsystem and the transformer
P: the transformer power.
The optimization is carried out using the method of Lagrange multipliers where the
thermodynamic laws constitute the optimization constraints. The endoreversible model
takes into account just the external irreversibility of the cycle, consequently there is a
minimization of the entropy production comparing to the entropy production when we
consider internal and external irreversibilities.
For a no singular problem described by equations (1 to 3), the Lagrange function can be
expressed as follows:
m

L   Qi 
i 1
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Where i and  are the Lagrange multipliers, m is the number of subsystems and n is the
number of contacts.
According to the selected constraint conditions, the Lagrange multipliers λi are of two types.
Some are equivalent to temperatures and other to dimensionless constants. The refrigerant
temperatures in the condenser and the absorber are both equal to Tia. Thus and with good
approximation, the refrigeration endoreversible cycle is a three thermal sources cycle. The
stability conditions of the function L for i> m are defined by the Euler-Lagrange equation as
follows:
L


Qi (Ti , ui )(1   ui )  0 Where (i = m+1,…, n)
ui ui

(5)

5. Endoreversible behavior in permanent regime
5.1 Optimal characteristics
Analytical resolution delivers the following temperature distributions:

Tig/Tia = (Tst/Tint)1/2

(6)

Tie/Tia = (Tcs/Tint)1/2

(7)

Tst/Tia = (Tsc/Tint)1/2

(8)

Expressions (6 to 8) relay internal and external temperatures. Generalized approaches (e.g.
Tsirlin et Kasakov, 2006) and specific approaches (e.g. Tozer and Agnew, 1999) have derived
the same distributions.
The thermal conductances UAi, constitute the most important parameters for the heat
transformer analysis. They permit to define appropriate couplings between functional and
the conceptual characteristics. Considering the endoreversibility and the hierarchical
decomposition principles, the thermal conductance ratios in the interfaces between the
different subsystems and the solar converter, are expressed as follows:
UAe / UAst = IstTie1/2(Tint1/2-Tst1/2) / IeTsc1/2(Tie1/2-Tint1/2)

(9)

UAg / UAst = IstTst1/2 / IgTsc1/2

(10)

UAc / UAst = IstTint1/2(Tint1/2-Tst1/2) / IaTsc1/2(Tie1/2-Tint1/2)

(11)

UAa/UAst=IstTint1/2/IaTsc1/2

(12)

Where Ii represents the ith interface temperature pinch.
The point of merit is the fact that there is no need to define many input parameters while the
results could set aside many functional and conceptual characteristics. The input parameters
for the investigation of the solar refrigeration endoreversible cycle behaviors could be as
presented by Fellah, 2008:
The hot source temperature Tsc for which the transitional aspect is defined by Eufrat
correlation (Bourges, 1992; Perrin de Brichambaut, 1963) as follows:
Tsc = −1.11t2 + 31.34t + 1.90
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where t represents the day hour.
The cold source temperature Tsf, 0◦C ≤ Tsf ≤ 15◦C
The intermediate source temperature Tsi, 25◦C ≤ Tsi ≤ 45◦C.
For a solar driven refrigerator, the hot source temperature Tsc achieves a maximum at
midday. Otherwise, the behavior of Tsc could be defined in different operating, climatic or
seasonal conditions as presented in Boukhchana et al.,2011.
The optimal parameters derived from the simulation are particularly the heating and
refrigerant fluid temperatures in different points of the cycle:
The heating fluid temperature at the generator inlet Tif,
The ammonia vapor temperature at the generator outlet Tig,
The rich solution and ammonia liquid temperatures at both the absorber and the
condenser outlets Tia,
The ammonia vapor temperature at the evaporator outlet Tie,
Relative stability is obtained for the variations of the indicated temperatures in terms of the
coefficient of performance COP. However, a light increase of Tig and Tif and a light decrease
of Tia are observed. These variations affect slightly the increase of the COP. Other
parameters behaviors could be easily derived and investigated. The cooling load Qe
increases with the thermal conductance increase reaching a maximum value and then it
decreases with the increase of the COP. The decrease of Qe is more promptly for great Tsc
values. Furthermore, the increase of COP leads to a sensible decrease of the cooling load. It
has been demonstrated that a COP value close to 1 could be achieved with a close to zero
cooling load. Furthermore, there is no advantage to increase evermore the command hot
source temperature
Since the absorption is slowly occurred, a long heat transfer time is required in the absorber.
The fluid vaporization in the generator requires the minimal time of transfer.
Approximately, the same time of transfer is required in the condenser and in the evaporator.
The subsystem TM2 requires a lower heat transfer time than the subsystem TR.
5.2 Power normalization
A normalization of the maximal power was presented by Fellah, 2008. Sahin and Kodal
(1995) demonstrated that for a subsystem with three thermal reservoirs, the maximal power
depends only on the interface thermal conductances. The maximal normalized power of the
combined cycle is expressed as:
P  UA2 (UA1  UA3 ) UA2 (UA1  UA3 )  UA1 UA3 

(14)

Thus, different cases can be treated.
a. If UA1  UA2  UA3 then P < 1. The power deduced from the optimization of a

b.

combined cycle is lower than the power obtained from the optimization of an associated
endoreversible compact cycle.
If, for example UA  UA ; Then P can be expressed as:
1

3

P  1 1  1 2 2 

where:   UA2 UA1 .
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For important values of , equation (7) gives P ≈ 1. The optimal power of the combined
cycle is almost equal to the optimal power of the simple compact cycle.
If UA1  UA2  UA3 then P = 2/3. It is a particular case and it is frequently used as
simplified hypothesis in theoretical analyses of systems and processes.

5.3 Academic and practical characteristics zones
5.3.1 Generalities
Many energetic system characteristics variations present more than one branch e.g.
Summerer, 1996; Fellah et al.2006; Fellah, 2008 and Berrich, 2011. Usually, academic and
theoretical branches positions are different from theses with practical and operational
interest ones. Both branches define specific zones. The most significant parameters for the
practical zones delimiting are the high COP values or the low entropy generation rate
values. Consequently, researchers and constructors attempt to establish a compromise
between conceptual and economic criteria and the entropy generation allowing an increase
of performances. Such a tendency could allow all-purpose investigations.
The Figure 2 represents the COP variation versus the inverse specific cooling load (At/Qevap)
the curve is a building block related to the technical and economic analysis of absorption
refrigerator. For the real ranges of the cycle operating variables, the curve starts at the point
M defined by the smallest amount of (A/Qe) and the medium amount of the COP. Then, the
curve leaves toward the highest values in an asymptotic tendency. Consequently, the M
point coordinates constitute a technical and economic criterion for endoreversible analyses
in finite time of solar absorption refrigeration cycles Berlitz et al.(1999), Fellah 2010 and
Berrich, 2011 . The medium values are presented in the reference Fellah, 2010 as follow:

0, 4  A / Qe  0, 5 m2 / kW

(16)

Fig. 2. Inverse specific cooling load versus the COP.
5.3.2 Optimal zones characteristics
The Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the ISCL on the entropy rate for different temperatures
of the heat source. Thus, for a Neat Cooling Load Qe and a fixed working temperature Tsc,
the total heat exchange area A and the entropy produced could be deduced.
The minimal entropy downiest zones are theses where the optimal operational zones have
to be chosen. The point M is a work state example. It is characterized by a heat source
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temperature of about 92°C and an entropy rate of 0.267kW/K and an A/Qe equal to 24.9%.
Here, the domain is decomposed into seven angular sectors. The point M is the origin of all
the sectors.
The sector R is characterized by a decrease of the entropy while the heat source temperature
increases. The result is logic and is expected since when the heat source temperature
increases, the COP increases itself and eventually the performances of the machine become
more interesting. In fact, this occurs when the irreversibility decreases. Many works have
presented the result e.g. Fellah et al. 2006. However, this section is not a suitable one for
constructors because the A/Qe is not at its minimum value.

Fig. 3. Entropy rate versus the inverse specific cooling load.
The sector A is characterized by an increase of the entropy while the heat source
temperature decreases from the initial state i.e. 92°C to less than 80°C. The result is in
conformity with the interpretation highly developed for the sector R.
The sector I is characterized by an increase of the entropy rate while the heat source
temperature increases. The reduction of the total area by more than 2.5% of the initial state is
the point of merit of this sector. This could be consent for a constructor.
The sector N presents a critical case. It is characterized by a vertical temperature curves for
low Tsc and a slightly inclined ones for high Tsc. Indeed, it is characterized by a fixed
economic criterion for low source temperature and an entropy variation range limited to
maximum of 2% and a slight increase of the A/Qe values for high values of the heat source
temperature with an entropy variation of about 6.9%.
The sector B is characterized by slightly inclined temperature curves for low Tsc and vertical
ones for high Tsc, opposing to the previous zone. Indeed, the A/Qe is maintained constant
for a high temperature. The entropy variation attains a maximum value of 8.24%. For low
values of the temperature, A/Qe increases slightly. The entropy gets a variation of 1.7%. The
entropy could be decreased by the increase of the heat source temperature. Thus it may be a
suitable region of work.
As well, the sector O represents a suitable work zone.
The sector W is characterized by horizontal temperature curves for low Tsc and inclined ones
for high Tsc. In fact, the entropy is maintained fixed for a low temperature. For high values
of the temperature, the entropy decreases of about 8.16%. For a same heat source
temperature, an increase of the entropy is achievable while A/Qe increases. Thus, this is not
the better work zone.
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It should be noted that even if it is appropriate to work in a zone more than another, all the
domains are generally good as they are in a good range:
0.21 < A/Qe < 0.29 m2/kW

(19)

A major design is based on optimal and economic finality which is generally related to the
minimization of the machine’s area or to the minimization of the irreversibility.
5.3.3 Heat exchange areas distribution
For the heat transfer area allocation, two contribution types are distinguished by Fellah,
2006. The first is associated to the elements of the subsystem TM2 (command high
temperature). The second is associated to the elements of the subsystem TR (refrigeration
low temperature). For COP low values, the contribution of the subsystem TM2 is higher than
the subsystem TR one. For COP high values, the contribution of the subsystem TR is more
significant. The contribution of the generator heat transfer area is more important followed
respectively, by the evaporator, the absorber and the condenser.
0,65

0,6

COP

0,55

0,5

0,45

0,4

0,35
0,25

0,3

0,35

0,4

0,45

0,5

0,55

Ah /Ar

Fig. 4. Effect of the areas distribution on the COP
The increase of the ratio UMT2/URT leads to opposite variations of the area contributions. The
heat transfer area of MT2 decreases while the heat transfer of TR increases. For a ratio
UMT2/URT of about 0.7 the two subsystems present equal area contributions.
The figure 4 illustrates the variation of the coefficient of performance versus the ratio Ah/Ar.
For low values of the areas ratio the COP is relatively important. For a distribution of 50%,
the COP decreases approximately to 35%.

6. Endoreversible behavior in transient regime
This section deals with the theoretical study in dynamic mode of the solar endoreversible
cycle described above. The system consists of a refrigerated space, an absorption refrigerator
and a solar collector. The classical thermodynamics and mass and heat transfer balances are
used to develop the mathematical model. The numerical simulation is made for different
operating and conceptual conditions.
6.1 Transient regime mathematical model
The primary components of an absorption refrigeration system are a generator, an absorber,
a condenser and an evaporator, as shown schematically in Fig.5. The cycle is driven by the
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heat transfer rate QH received from heat source (solar collector) at temperature TH to the
generator at temperature THC. QCond and QAbs are respectively the heat rejects rates from the
condenser and absorber at temperature T0C, i.e.T0A, to the ambient at temperature T0 and QL
is the heat input rate from the cooled space at temperature TLC to the evaporator at
temperature TL. In this analysis, it is assumed that there is no heat loss between the solar
collector and the generator and no work exchange occurs between the refrigerator and its
environment. It is also assumed that the heat transfers between the working fluid in the heat
exchangers and the external heat reservoirs are carried out under a finite temperature
difference and obey the linear heat-transfer law ‘’Newton’s heat transfer law’’.
G
TH
Solar
Collector

(UA)H
Generator, THC
QH

Reversible
cycle

Evaporator,TLC
QL
(UA)L
TL

Condenser/Absorbeur,T0C
(UA)0
Q0
T0

Fig. 5. The heat transfer endoreversible model of a solar driven absorption refrigeration system.
Therefore, the steady-state heat transfer equations for the three heat exchangers can be
expressed as:
QL  UAL (TL  TLC )
QH  UAH (TH  THC )

(20)

Q0  UA0 (T0C  T0 )

From the first law of thermodynamics:
QH  QL  Q0

(21)

According to the second law of thermodynamics and the endoreversible property of the
cycle, one may write:
Q
QH QL

 0
THC TLC T0C

(22)

The generator heat input QH can also be estimated by the following expression:
QH  sc Asc GT

(23)

Where Asc represents the collector area, GT is the irradiance at the collector surface and sc
stands for the collector efficiency. The efficiency of a flat plate collector can be calculated as
presented by Sokolov and Hersagal, (1993):
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(24)

Where b is a constant and Tst is the collector stagnation temperature.
The transient regime of cooling is accounted for by writing the first law of thermodynamics,
as follows:
mCvair

dTL
 UAw (T0  TL )  Q1  QL
dt

(25)

Where UAw (T0-TL) is the rate of heat gain from the walls of the refrigerated space and Q1 is
the load of heat generated inside the refrigerated space.
The factors UAH, UAL and UA0 represent the unknown overall thermal conductances of the
heat exchangers. The overall thermal conductance of the walls of the refrigerated space is
given by UAW. The following constraint is introduced at this stage as:

UA  UAH  UAL  UA0

(26)

According to the cycle model mentioned above, the rate of entropy generated by the cycle is
described quantitatively by the second law as:

dS Q0 QH QL



dt T0C THC TLC

(27)

In order to present general results for the system configuration proposed in Fig. 5,
dimensionless variables are needed. Therefore, it is convenient to search for an alternative
formulation that eliminates the physical dimensions of the problem. The set of results of a
dimensionless model represent the expected system response to numerous combinations of
system parameters and operating conditions, without having to simulate each of them
individually, as a dimensional model would require. The complete set of non dimensional
equations is:


Q L  z( L   LC )

Q H  y( H   HC )


 Q 0  (1  y  z)( 0C  1)

Q H  B( st   H )


Q H  QL  Q0


Q H QL Q0




 HC  LC  0C

 d L  w(   )  Q  Q
0
L
1
L
 d

 dS  Q  Q H  Q L
0
 d
H L

Where the following group of non-dimensional transformations is defined as:
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T
TH
T
,  L  L , st  st ,
T0
T0
T0
T
T
T
 LC  LC , OC  0C , HC  HC ,
T0
T0
T0
Q0
QH
QL
Q1
, QL 
, Q0 
, Q1 
,
QH 
UA.T0
UA.T0
UA.T0
UA.T0
A G b
t.UA
B  sc T ,  
UA
mCvair

H 

(29)

B describes the size of the collector relative to the cumulative size of the heat exchangers,
and y, z and w are the conductance allocation ratios, defined by:
y

UAw
UAH
UAL
,z
,w
UA
UA
UA

(30)

According to the constraint property of thermal conductance UA in Eq. (26), the thermal
conductance distribution ratio for the condenser can be written as:
x

UA0
1y z
UA

(31)

The objective is to minimize the time set to reach a specified refrigerated space temperature,
τL,set, in transient operation. An optimal absorption refrigerator thermal conductance
allocation has been presented in previous studies e.g. Bejan, 1995 and Vargas et al., (2000)
for achieving maximum refrigeration rate, i.e.,(x,y,z)opt =(0.5,0.25,0.25), which is also roughly
insensitive to the external temperature levels (τH, τL). The total heat exchanger area is set to
A=4 m2 and an average global heat transfer coefficient to U=0.1 kW/m2K in the heat
exchangers and Uw=1.472 kW /m2K across the walls which have a total surface area of
Aw=54 m2, T0= 25°C and Q1=0.8 kW. The refrigerated space temperature to be achieved was
established at TL,set=16°C.
6.2 Results
The search for system thermodynamic optimization opportunities started by monitoring the
behavior of refrigeration space temperature τL in time, for four dimensionless collector size
parameter B, while holding the other as constants, i.e., dimensionless collector temperature
H=1.3 and dimensionless collector stagnation temperature st=1.6. Fig.6 shows that there is
an intermediate value of the collector size parameter B, between 0.01 and 0.038, such that the
temporal temperature gradient is maximum, minimizing the time to achieve prescribed set
point temperature (L,set=0.97). Since there are three parameters that characterize the
proposed system (st, H, B), three levels of optimization were carried out for maximum
system performance.
The optimization with respect to the collector size B is pursued in Fig. 7 for time set point
temperature, for three different values of the collector stagnation temperature st and heat
source temperatures H=1.3. The time set decrease gradually according to the collector size
parameter B until reaching a minimum set,min then it increases. The existence of an optimum
with respect to the thermal energy input Q H is not due to the endoreversible model aspects.
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However, an optimal thermal energy input QH results when the endoreversible equations
are constrained by the recognized total external conductance inventory, UA in Eq. (26),
which is finite, and the generator operating temperature TH.

Fig. 6. Low temperature versus heat transfer time for B=0.1,0.059,0.038.

Fig. 7. The effect of dimensionless collector size B on time set point temperature.
These constraints are the physical reasons for the existence of the optimum point. The
minimum time to achieve prescribed temperature is the same for different values of
stagnation temperature st. The optimal dimensionless collector size B decreases
monotonically as st increases and the results are shown in Fig. 8. The parameter st has a
negligible effect on Bopt if st is greater than 1.5 and Bopt is less than 0.1. Thus, sc has more
effect on the optimal collector size parameter Bopt than that on the relative minimum time.
The results plotted in Figures 8, 9 and 10 illustrate the minimum time set,min and the optimal
parameter Bopt respectively against dimensionless collector temperature H , thermal load
inside the cold space Q 1 and conductance fraction w. The minimum time set,min decrease
and the optimal parameter Bopt increase as H increase. The results obtained accentuate the
importance to identify Bopt especially for lower values of τH. Q 1 has an almost negligible
effect on Bopt . Bopt remains constant, whereas an increase in Q 1 leads to an increase in
set,min.. Obviously, a similar effect is observed concerning the behaviors of Bopt and set,min
according to conductance allocation ratios w.
During the transient operation and to reach the desired set point temperature, there is total
entropy generated by the cycle. Figure 11 shows its behavior for three different collector size
parameters, holding τH and τst constant, while Fig.12 displays the effect of the collector size
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Fig. 8. The effect of the collector stagnation temperature st on minimum time set point
temperature and optimal collector size.

Fig. 9. The effect of dimensionless heat source temperatures H on minimum time set point
temperature and optimal collector size (st=1.6).

Fig. 10. The effect of thermal load in the refrigerated space on minimum time set point
temperature and optimal collector size (H=1.3 and st=1.6).
on the total entropy up to set. The total entropy increases with the increase of time and this
is clear on the basis of the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy production is always
positive for an externally irreversible cycle. There is minimum total entropy generated for a
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certain collector size. Note that Bopt, identified for minimum time to reach τL,set, does not
coincide with Bopt where minimum total entropy occurs.

Fig. 11. The effect of conductance fraction on minimum time set point temperature and
optimal collector size (H=1.3 and st=1.6).

Fig. 12. Transient behavior of entropy generated during the time (H=1.3 and st=1.6).
Stagnation temperature and temperature collector effects on minimum total entropy
generated up to set and optimal dimensionless collector size are shown respectively in
Figs.13 and 14. S set,min is independent of τst, but, as the temperature stagnation increase Bopt
decrease. This behavior is different from what was observed in the variation of temperature
collector. An increase of stagnation temperature leads to a decrease of S set,min and to an
increase of Bopt. This result brings to light the need for delivering towards the greatest values
of τst to approach the real refrigerator.
The optimization with respect to the size collector parameters for different values of τst is
pursued in Figure 15 for evaporator heat transfer. There is an optimal size collector to attain
maximum refrigeration.
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Fig. 13. Total entropy generated to reach a refrigerated space temperature set point
temperature (H=1.3)

Fig. 14. The effect of dimensionless collector stagnation temperature, st, on minimum
entropy set point temperature and optimal collector size (H=1.3).

Fig. 15. The effect of dimensionless collector stagnation temperature, H, on minimum
entropy set point temperature and optimal collector size (st=1.6).
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Fig. 16. The effect of dimensionless collector size, B on heat exchanger QL (H=1.3 and
L=0.97).
Finally, Figures 17 and 18 depict the maximization of the heat input to evaporator and
optimal size collector with stagnation temperature and temperature collector, respectively.
Q L,max remains constant and Bopt decreases. On the other hand, the curves of Fig. 15
indicate that as τH increases, Q L,max and Bopt increases. For a τH value under 1.35, Bopt is
lower than 0.1.

Fig. 17. Maximum heat exchanger, QL,max to reached a refrigerated space temperature set
point temperature (H=1.3 and L=0.97).
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Fig. 18. Maximum heat exchanger, QL,max to reached a refrigerated space temperature set
point temperature (st=1.3 and L=0)

7. Conclusion
This chapter has presented an overview of the energy conversion systems optimization.
Regarding the permanent regime, the functional decomposition and the optimization under
constraints according to endoreversibility principles were the basis of the methodology. This
procedure leads to a simple mathematical model and presents the advantage to avoid the
use of equations with great number of unknowns. In so doing and as an example, the
optimization of solar absorption refrigerator is investigated. The conceptual parameters are
less sensible to temperature variations but more sensible to overall heat transfer coefficients
variations. The couplings between the functional and conceptual parameters have permitted
to define interesting technical and economical criteria related to the optimum cycle
performances. The results confirm the usefulness of the hierarchical decomposition method
in the process analyze and may be helpful for extended optimization investigations of other
conversion energy cycles.
Also, the analysis in transient regime is presented. An endoreversible solar driven
absorption refrigerator model has been analyzed numerically to find the optimal conditions.
The existence of an optimal size collector for minimum time to reach a specified temperature
in the refrigerated space, minimum entropy generation inside the cycle and maximum
refrigeration rate is demonstrate. The model accounts for the irreversibilities of the three
heat exchangers and the finiteness of the heat exchanger inventory (total thermal
conductance).
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